In this paper a new concept, named the Extended Operational Space (EXOS), has been proposed for the effective analysis and the real-time control of the robot manipulators with kinematic redundancy. The EXOS consists of the operational space (OS) and the optimal null space (NS): the operational space is used to describe manipulator endeffector motion; whereas the optimal null space, described by the minimum number of NS vectors, is used to express the self motion.
I. INTRODUCTION
For advanced robot applications that require precise control of the end effector, the dynamic behavior of the end effector is one of the most important considerations. For instance, the end effector motion in one direction can substantially affect the motions in its orthogonal directions. This dynamic interaction (or coupling) could become more serious in tasks where the end effector needs to move along stiff surfaces while exerting normal forces on them. To adequately describe, analyze, and control the behavior of the end effector calls for a dynamic model with respect to the end effector. To this end, the operational space (OS) formulation 1 provides a comprehensive framework that enables a better understanding and control of the end effector motion: the respective motion in each direction in the OS, as well as its interaction with other motions.
For kinematically redundant manipulators, the tasks often involve not only the end effector motion, but also the achievement of an additional performance using the extra degrees of freedom, through the so-called self-motion (or null-motion). Then, as a logical extension to the OS case, the issue of interest would be: Are there any dynamic interactions between the end-effector motion and the selfmotion, just as there exist interactions (or couplings) among the end effector motions only? If that is indeed the case, then follow the issues: Why and how do these occur; and how can we control them? In fact, we have observed that, in most redundancy resolution schemes except a few using the inertia weighted pseudoinverse, 1 there exist dynamic interactions between the two motions; yet few research works have attempted to analyze and control it except those cited in references [2] [3] [4] .* Not only the interactions of the two motions are interesting, but so are the respective dynamics of each motion as well.
The description, analysis, and control of redundant manipulators with respect to both the end effector dynamics and self-motion dynamics obviously require an even more comprehensive framework. To propose such a framework is one of the most important motivations for the research described in this paper. Although the OS approach 1 also addresses the dynamics of redundant manipulators, a more descriptive framework appears still necessary. To this end, we will formulate an extension to the operational space † (EXOS) at the velocity level, 2 which consists of both the OS for end effector motion and Null Space (NS) for self motion. Then, on the basis of the EXOS, the kinematics, statics, dynamics, and control of the redundant manipulator will be described and analyzed in a consistent manner.
As another comprehensive framework for redundant manipulators, the configuration control scheme 6 is noteworthy. In this scheme, the kinematic functions that reflect the additional performances are combined with the end effector coordinates to form a set of configuration variables at the position level. The role of the kinematic function is conceptually simple, yet its utility is quite flexible and effective. For instance, the function can represent some intuitive and tangible performances like the shape of the manipulator configuration, in addition to conventional objective functions such as the manipulability measure. Furthermore, the scheme ensures cyclic motions provided that the singularity boundaries are not crossed. In this approach, however, the NS dynamics does not appear to be of primary concern.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section II, EXOS will be defined and both EXOS Jacobian and its property will be considered. Section III will present a new kinematic control algorithm based upon the EXOS and its relationship with the conventional algorithms. Section IV deals with the statics and dynamics based on EXOS and reviews other methods in light of the EXOS dynamics. In Section V, new dynamic control laws will be proposed and will be compared with the conventional methods. In addition, simulation and experimental results will be presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the new control law. Finally, the conclusion will be drawn in Section VI.
II. AN EXTENDED OPERATIONAL SPACE
The kinematic equation for a redundant manipulator is given as the following kinematic equation:
where x denotes an m-dimensional vector representing the location of end effector w.r.t the base coordinate system, an n-dimensional vector representing joint variables, and f a vector consisting of m scalar functions, with m < n. For dimensional consistency, it is assumed without loss of generality that all joints are revolute.*
II.A. EXOS concept
Given an end effector location, the redundant manipulator has infinite joint configurations, the set of which is described as follows:
where ⌿ denotes self-motion manifold, 8 which has the dimension of r, with r being the degree of redundancy (DOR), namely r = n Ϫ m > 0.
From the kinematic equation, the Jacobian equation of the manipulator is determined aṡ
where ( . ) denotes the time derivative, and J = Ѩf Ѩ ᑬ mϫ n denotes a Jacobian matrix. It is well known that this Jacobian equation characterizes the mapping relationship from n-dimensional joint space to m-dimensional operational space at velocity level.
Now define Z ʦ ᑬ rϫ n as a matrix consisting of the basis vectors spanning the null space (NS) (or the tangent space of the self-motion manifold) -Z can be obtained by the method described in Section II.B. Then Z satisfies the following relationship:
In addition, define ẋ N as self-motion velocity or NS velocity. Then we have a complementary mapping relationship at velocity level between the joint space and the NS, which iṡ
By using the two relationships, let us define the extension to the operational space (EXOS) as a space that consists of mdimensional Operational Space (OS) for end effector motion and r dimensional NS for self motion. Then, EXOS Jacobian can be defined as
and EXOS velocity asẋ
Now, the EXOS Jacobian equation is determined aṡ
Note that the EXOS Jacobian equation enables to treat the differential kinematics of redundant manipulators as if they were non-redundant manipulators. The relationship (8) can be described more clearly by the visualization for a 3 DOF planar revolute manipulator. In Fig. 1 , the direction of Z being perpendicular to the plane spanned by the two row vectors of J, ẋ N corresponds to the projection of to that direction, the component responsible for self-motion. The remaining part of corresponds to the component contributing to the motion in the OS.
When J E maps , J in J E extracts from the component, R , and maps into the end effector velocity, ẋ; whereas Z * One can easily show that the formulation in this section is made applicable to prismatic joints by introducing appropriate matrices. Interested readers will find a more detailed exposition in reference [7] . extracts N and maps into the NS velocity vector ẋ N . This interpretation of (8) , and J E in particular, can be illustrated rather clearly with Fig. 3 .7 of reference [9] . Incidentally, observing the role of J and Z, one can find it very similar to that of the selection matrices, S and I Ϫ S, in the sense that they also extract and map. 10 II.B. Selection of Null Space matrix, Z As illustrated in Fig. 1 , given J at time t, there always exists the corresponding NS matrix, Z. There are a few methods available including reference [11] to yield the NS matrix, Z.
In reference [11] , Z is obtained as
where Adj(·) denotes an adjoint matrix. Here J m consists of m consists of m linearly independent column vectors of J and J n Ϫ m its remaining column vectors. This method, we have found, provides an efficient way of obtain Z and a convenient means to generate a symbolic form of Z. Yet, it accompanies a discontinuous Ż when when J m has to be updated with a different set of column vectors between consecutive times, thus causing discontinuous input for the dynamic control. In comparison, the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method 2 yields a set of the orthogonal base vectors of Z without causing the discontinuity problem due to the switching of J m . Nevertheless, it is worth reporting that a commercially available SVD method (in MATLAB) occasionally yields base vectors with opposite directions between two consecutive times, involving a different class of discontinuity problem. Although it appears premature to provide the reason for this problem, those who need to compute Z by using the SVD should be well aware of, and cautious about, this problem. Furthermore, relatively large computational amount makes the SVD inappropriate for real-time control of redundant manipulators.
In response, we are going to propose a new method that is about 5 to 10 times more efficient than the SVD method and at the same time free from the discontinuity problem. Like the SVD, the new method is to generate a set of orthonormal base vectors satisfying the following constraints:
Differentiating them leads to
From (11), the following equation results:
By using (12) as an updating rule, we can obtain Z as follows:
where the initial Z(0) is computed off-line by the SVD method. It is noteworthy that ⌬t, being the control sampling time has already been selected to be sufficiently small so that it can faithfully represent robot motion (including nullmotion) up to its maximum bandwidth. In addition,Ż(t) T is determined from (12) as follows:
where J (t) is obtained by the backward difference, i.e.,
Note that the inverse of the EXOS Jacobian J Ϫ 1 E (t Ϫ ⌬t) in (14) does not need to be computed here because it is already available through either the EXOS kinematic control (25) or dynamic control (52). Note also that J (t) and Ż (t) can be reused for dynamic controls in (52), (53) and (54), thereby saving additional computations for dynamic control.
It is instructive to observe that (12) is also the solution to minimize ʈŻ ʈ under the constraint, JZ T = 0. More specifically, one can easily prove that (12) is the solution for the following Quadratic Programming (QP) problem:
Subject to
That (12) is the solution minimizing ʈŻ ʈ means that Z(t) is updated in such a way that its continuity is tightly preserved. As a result, we have not encountered any discontinuity problem in the new method. The integration error due to (12) and (13) can be significantly reduced, if we make the following modification:*Ż (17) where k z denotes the scalar gain for correcting the errors of the constraints (10). In (17), which we used for subsequent simulations and experiments, since k z plays an important role for the accuracy of Z, its selection is discussed in the appendix.
II.C. Important properties of EXOS Jacobian, J E
By using the definition of EXOS Jacobian, J E , in (8) and Z in (10), we can derive the determinant of J E as follows. Since * If k z is selected according to the method described in the appendix, we could reduce the errors to levels that are meaninglessly small for practical purposes.
From (19) and (10), follows the determinant of EXOS Jacobian:
Equation (20) shows that the EXOS Jacobian has the following properties:
• Firstly, EXOS Jacobian in singular only when det(JJ T ) = 0, which occurs if and only if the manipulator is kinematically singular. The EXOS Jacobian behaves at singularity in the same way as a Jacobian matrix does for non-redundant manipulators.
• Secondly, it is noteworthy that the determinant is the same as what is called the manipulability measure.
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• Thirdly, at any configuration without kinematic singular point, there is no other singularity. Therefore, no algorithmic singularity exists in EXOS Jacobian.
III. EXOS KINEMATICS
Given the desired end effector velocity and NS velocity, the forward kinematics is immediately available from the defining relationships for EXOS as
where ẋ d , ẋ Nd , and d are the desired end effector velocity, the NS velocity, and the corresponding joint velocity, respectively. The inverse kinematics, then, is expressed aṡ
If a secondary performance is required and specified with a measure of H, then the desired NS velocity may be defined asẋ
where
with k h being a constant. Combining this equation with equation (22) leads to
III.A. Relationship with Resolved Motion Method
The Resolved Motion Method 14 is given aṡ
Ϫ 1 is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse matrix of J. RMM is the most general formulation and is widely used for the kinematic control of the redundant manipulator.
In reference [15] , the following have been derived:
Combining the above two equations with equation (26) leads to equation (25). 15 Hence, equation (26) and equation (25) are essentially the same, sharing the same inverse kinematic solutions. In other words, the difference between the two does not lie in essence but in its form. Yet, in addition to having more compact form using (25) may have some significant advantages stemming from its very expression as follows:
• In RMM, since the NS projection matrix, the rank of which is n Ϫ m, is an nϫ n matrix, there are m overlapping equations. In comparison, since the NS basis matrix in EXOS has exactly n Ϫ m vectors, the method tends to expose the contribution of each vector rather transparently, allowing a better understanding and use of the NS. This advantage will be clearly demonstrated in Section IV, where EXOS formulation yields the dynamics equations in a remarkably succinct form, which would have been very difficult to obtain with RMM owing to its complexity.
• With EXOS method, we can treat kinematics, statics, dynamics, and control in a consistent manner as if the manipulator were non-redundant, thereby sharing insights already established, such as the duality of kinematics and statics.
III.B. Comparison with Extended Jacobian Method
As is well known, the Extended Jacobian Method (EJM) 16 is given as follows:
Comparing with the EXOS method in (25), one can easily observe that the two methods have similarity in their forms, yet difference in their augmented terms. In fact, Ѩ(ZٌH) Ѩ does not represent the NS of J at all. As the result of this difference, the EJM has the following drawbacks: the complexity and computational inefficiency due to the matrix Ѩ(ZٌH) Ѩ ; and the difficulty in recovering from the algorithmic singularity. Nevertheless, EJM shows the better performance in terms of satisfying the optimality condition (ZٌH = 0) and achieving repeatability, the ability to yield the same joint values for a given end effector location.
Incidentally, it is noteworthy that the RM type methods, including EXOS, also achieve this repeatability under the following conditions: 17 • When the joint configuration belongs to and stays in a group on the Measure Constraint Locus (MCL) 18 that meets the necessary and sufficient condition for optimality.
• If a constant k h in equation (24) has an appropriate value.
Although the repeatability achieved is in an approximate sense, it is good enough for most practical purposes, and should not be confused with the case when joint variables evolve into unpredictable states.
IV. EXOS DYNAMICS
In this section, we will derive the statics and dynamics by using the framework of EXOS. The result of EXOS statics is immediately used for the dynamics.
IV.A. EXOS statics
To derive the relationships between the statics in joint space and those in both the OS and the NS we adopted the principle of virtual work.
First of all, let F N denote the force responsible for the NS displacement ␦x N , and term this force null force. In order for a redundant manipulator to stay in a perfect equilibrium state, the virtual displacement needs to exist not only in the OS but also in the NS. Virtual work for the redundant manipulator is expressed as
where (·) denotes the inner product of vector. Alternatively,
Since ␦x E = J E ␦ from (8) , combining this equation with (30) and then transposing, we have
It is noteworthy that equations (8) and (31) show the duality between the kinematics and statics in exactly the same manner as was found in the non-redundant case.
IV.B. EXOS dynamics
To provide the context for the EXOS dynamics, let us first consider the joint space dynamics and the OS dynamics 1 as follows:
OS Dynamics :
To derive the EXOS dynamics, differentiate the Jacobian equation (8) and solve for joint acceleration as follows:
Then from the statics in (31) and joint dynamics in (33), we have
Substituting (35) into (36) leads to
Comparing (34) with (37), term by term, one can easily find out the similarity between OS dynamics and EXOS dynamics: replacing J with J E , the OS dynamics immediately results in EXOS dynamics. The difference, however, is also quite obvious and significant, which is made more clear, if the EXOS dynamics is expressed as the following:
where the inverse of EXOS inertia matrix is determined as
Evidently this matrix maps a set of OS force and NS force into a corresponding set of OS motion and NS motion in various combinations. In short, the two block matrices on the diagonal represents the OS and NS dynamics, respectively; the two on the off-diagonal the interactions or couplings of the two. . More specifically, Fig. 2 (a) on one hand shows the OS force-acceleration relationships: 11 denote the relationship in x direction, 22 than in y direction, and 12 stands for the dynamic coupling between x-axis and y-axis. Figure 2(b) , on the other hand, shows the elements of M Ϫ 1 x E owing to the self-motion. That is, 33 stands for the NS force-acceleration relationship, and 13 , 23 the dynamic coupling between OS and NS. Note that just as 12 , the coupling mentioned in Section I and experimentally observed in reference [19] , is very difficult to identify in joint space dynamics, so are 13 , 23 and 33 in either joint space dynamics or OS dynamics; only in EXOS dynamics they become transparent.
In addition M Ϫ 1 x E in (39) clearly explains why OS dynamics is decoupled from NS dynamics when the inertia weighted pseudoinverse is used for redundancy resolution. 1 That is, if ZM is used instead of Z, the inverse of EXOS inertia matrix becomes
Before we begin to make use of our findings, let us summarize the relationships in EXOS framework in terms of another diagram, termed Extended Dynamic Premultiplier Diagram (EXDPD), shown in Fig. 3(b) . Like DPD, EXDPD succinctly and clearly describes the relationship among the kinematics, statics, and dynamics in the EXOS. Note that EXOS Jacobian being a square matrix, its inverse is obtained as if the manipulator were nonredundant. In Fig.  3(b) , ẍЈ E ϵẍ E ϪJ E , Ј ϵ Ϫ N , and
IV.C. Comparison with other methods
Having proposed the EXOS dynamics and expounded its significance, it is relevant and instructive to compare it with other formulations in terms of the manner and the economy with which the OS dynamics and NS dynamics are described. The methods of interest are the dynamics due to the EJM, the OS formulation, and the RMM, respectively. To this end, we have derived each of the dynamics in a form similar to the EXOS and, in particular, the inertia matrix due to each method in the same form as (39) and (40). Although the dynamics due to the EJM has been rendered into a similar form, 6 those for the OS formulation and the RMM, to our knowledge, have not appeared in literature, yet.
IV.C.1. The dynamics due to the Extended Jacobian
Method. Define J a ϵ Ѩ(ZٌH) Ѩ and ẋ a ϵ J a ᑬ r , respectively. In addition, the static equilibrium condition requires that = J T F + J T a F a . From these, we haveẍ
Then, it is easy to show that the dynamics due to EJM can be rendered into a form similar to (38) as follows:
eJe ) and the inverse inertia matrix is given as 
J
T stand for the couplings of OS dynamics and NS dynamics. Recollecting that our objective is to obtain a framework to describe both the two dynamics and their coupling, the dynamics due to the EJM does not serve this objective.
IV.C.2. The dynamics due to the Operational Space
Formulation. From the well-known statics in the OS formulation, (I n Ϫ J Ϫ J) ᑬ nϫ n is used as its NS matrix, where J Ϫ denotes the inertia-weighted pseudoinverse. In addition, let denote the acceleration in the NS, which then satisfies = (I n Ϫ J Ϫ J). In order to obtain a form similar to EXOS, we need to explicitly include the NS part force and acceleration as follows:ẍ
Then it is easy to obtain the inverse inertia matrix,
Through (45), the original OS dynamics in (34), which deals only with the force-acceleration relationship in the OS is now made to include both the OS part and NS part, as well as their couplings. Note in (45) that M Ϫ 1 os has the same OS part as M Ϫ 1 x E of (39), and that its NS part plainly shows the explicit relationship between the NS acceleration and the NS force. Further, (45) clearly confirms the decoupling of the OS part from the NS part as mentioned in reference [1] . Compared to its original form, thus, the OS formulation has become more transparent.
Note, however, that the NS part in (45) has a dimension of nϫ n instead of rϫ r, implying that more relationships are provided than necessary. As a result, the inertia matrix also has the dimension of (n + m)ϫ (n + m) instead of nϫ n. Owing to these overlapped relationships, not only becomes the dynamic formulation larger than necessary in its size, but also is the NS dynamics difficult to interpret and understand, causing another class of transparency problem. For example, a 3 DOF planar manipulator with m = 2(r = 1) has only one-dimensional NS. Yet the inertia matrix in (45) has a dimension of 5ϫ 5, instead of 3ϫ 3 in the EXOS; its NS part consists of 9 elements,* instead of one, making it difficult to understand the NS dynamics. For instance, Fig. 4(b) shows the 6 elements representing the NS part of M Ϫ 1 os for the 3 DOF manipulator introduced in IV-B. Even for such a simple case, the NS dynamics is very difficult to interpret.
A close inspection of derivation procedure reveals that this problem is inevitable as long as (I n Ϫ J Ϫ J) is used as the NS matrix. One can observe this causality more transparently, by using the following relationship:
Clearly, the NS of the OS formulation may be interpreted as the mapping of the ZM ᑬ rϫ n into joint space by Z T (ZM Z T ) Ϫ 1 -note that the essential relationships, (ZM ), * Being a symmetric matrix, the NS part has 6 different elements. are dispersed into more overlapping relationships. Using (46), we can easily render (45) into the following form:
Note also that the essential relationships, ZM Z T ᑬ rϫ r , are dispersed into more overlapping relationships, Z
Comparing (46) and (47) plainly explains why the aforementioned problem occurs.
At the same time, the comparison explains why it is so important to start with a compact NS matrix such as Z or ZM at kinematic level. If we had begun with ZM , we would have been able to come up with (40), the NS part of which is exemplified in Fig. 4(d) for the manipulator above.
IV.C.3. The Dynamics due to the Resolved Motion
Method. Since the NS matrix for the RMM is given as (I n Ϫ J + J), the NS acceleration, rm , satisfies rm = (I n Ϫ J + J). For the NS, it is natural to assume that
T+ )⌫ rm , with ⌫ rm denoting the null force. Then we haveẍ
By using these relationships, it is easy to obtain the inverse inertia matrix as follows:
As with the OS method, we could separate the NS part from the OS part, thereby achieving better transparency. Yet, the NS part again has the dimension of nϫ n, sharing the same problem with the OS case. Worse yet, the off-diagonal blocks are nonzero in this case, and have dimensions of mϫ n (lower part of diagonal) and nϫ m (upper part), instead of mϫ r and rϫ m with EXOS. Like the NS part, the overlapping relationships in the blocks also make it difficult to interpret the couplings of the NS part with the OS part. For example, the 3 DOF manipulator above have 6 elements for the NS part, and 6 for each of the blocks. Although the 6 elements in Fig. 4(a) represent the NS dynamics, it is very difficult to find a truly meaningful relationship such as the one in Fig. 4(c) .
Like the OS case, this problem comes directly and inevitably from the way the NS is constructed. One can see this causality more transparently, by noting the relationship between the NS of the RMM and that of EXOS as follows:
which is easy to derive by using I n Ϫ J + J = Z + Z and ZZ T = I r . The NS of RMM may be interpreted as the NS of EXOS mapped by Z T into joint space -note that the essential relationships are dispersed by Z T into more overlapping relationships. As an immediate outcome, the following relationship results,
Note also that the essential relationships, ZM
. The examples and relationships derived clearly display how important it is to use a succinct and compact NS matrix such as Z at kinematic level, thereby demonstrating the usefulness of EXOS approach.
V. DYNAMIC CONTROL BASED ON THE EXOS
As mentioned at the end of Section IV.2, we are going to propose two dynamic compensation techniques which on one hand guarantee (in Proposition 1) the tracking of a desired trajectory in OS, and on the other hand ensure (in Proposition 2) the control of self-motion. The effectiveness of the compensation techniques is tested through both a simulation and an experiment.
V.A. Proposed dynamic control
Consider the two dynamic control laws based on the CTM -the former of which computes control torque, c , in joint space, whereas the latter in EXOS -as follows:
• Type-2
where the desired EXOS acceleration is defined as
In (54) Note that these dynamic compensation schemes require accurate dynamic models and intensive real-time computation. These requirements can be alleviated by using indirect methods to compute torque such as the Time Delay Control. 19, 20 The 
(This proposition can immediately be proved by replacing (I n Ϫ J + J) in reference [21] with Z in (10).)
V.A.0.c Remarks
• Clearly, the size of the set A in Proposition 2 depends upon the performance measure H. If H behaves reasonably well, the set A can be quite large. Especially, a convex H enlarges the A to the entire constraint set.
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• If ẋ is relatively small for the size of k h given, it is easy to see that the system will behave similarly. However, in case that ẋ ≠ 0, proof of convergence is much more difficult since both ⌿ and * depend upon the end effector position.
• As shown in Proposition 2, the constant k h determines not only the choice between maximization and minimization of H, but also the speed and boundary of optimization. For example, with a large negative k h , the performance measure can be minimized with a high speed and the boundary of optimization becomes small. The size of k h , however, cannot be increased at will, because an excessive value of k h can make the system unstable. In general, the joint torque limit is known to be one of the constraints involved with a large k h . Accordingly, Chung et al. 22 derived the limit of k h from the joint torque limit.
V.B. Comparison with other dynamic control laws
Among dynamic control laws for redundant manipulators, we have selected two control laws for comparison that attempt to track a given end effector trajectory while providing for the control of the self-motion: the computed torque method (CTM) based on the EJM and the CTM based on the RMM. 21 Hence the three methods have the CTM in common; the difference lies in how joint acceleration is computed. In other words, the control torque c is determined as:
c =M () * +N (, ) (58) where (.) denotes the dynamic model and * stands for the joint acceleration to be determined by each of the three methods. * for the three methods are given as the following: EJM
On the basis of (58)-(61), the three methods are compared, in terms of computational efficiency, repeatability, and the ability to handle algorithmic singularity. More specifically, computational efficiency is compared in terms of the effort to obtain * for each method; repeatability through simulations, where the ability to handle the algorithmic singularity is also compared. The computational effort is compared in terms of the total number of additions and multiplications as functions of m, r -the computation time for addition is assumed to be the same as that of multiplication. For the comparison, we assumed* that , , x, ẋ, x d , ẋ d , and ẍ d are given at each sampling time. In addition h, J 23 and Z are assumed to be in numerical form and all the derivatives are obtained by using the backward difference. As a performance measure, we incorporated Joint Range Availability (JRA) measure 14 given as the following:
where iu and il denote the upper and the lower limit of the i-th joint, respectively. The number of additions and multiplications is estimated for each method † as shown in Table I . To display the comparison more clearly, we have plotted in Fig. 5 the numbers of additions and multiplications for the case of m = 6.
As predicted, the excessive amount of computation is required to evaluate Ѩ(ZٌH) Ѩ in the EJM. More specifically, Ѩ(ZٌH) Ѩ requires (n + 1) evaluations of J, Z, and h; and (n + 1) 2 evaluations of H. The comparison between the RMM and EXOS displays that EXOS has the better efficiency up to r = 4 or n = 10; when r ≥ 5 it is the RMM that has the better efficiency. The reason for this tendency is that as r increases, J Ϫ 1 E requires more computation than J + . 15 In the simulation to compare repeatability and the ability to handle algorithmic singularity, we have applied the three control laws in (58) through (61) to the planar 3 DOF serial manipulator. The end effector is made to trace a circle having the radius of 1m and the center at (1.5m, 0.0m), while self-motion is made to optimize the Manipulability measure mentioned before. The control gains and parameters for simulations are given as K = 40I 2 . K p = 400I 2 , K 1 = 20, K 2 = 100, K N = 20, k z = 100, and k h = 50. . In Fig. 6 , EJM plainly shows the better performance in terms of satisfying the optimality condition (ZٌH = 0) than the other two. Yet, the repeatability performance is almost the same as the two, showing that the repeatability in the approximate sense is good enough for practical purposes. Note that in the RMM there are three elements representing the optimality condition instead of one in the other two methods. Figure 7 (a) shows that the control based on the EJM breaks down completely at an algorithmic singularity. In contrast, the controls based on the other two methods still * Only the important assumptions are stated here. For the conditions not explicitly stated here, we adopted the best available ones. † The details of the estimations are not covered owing to the space limit. They are available upon request to the authors. work, although the initial joint configuration changes into another, establishing a different repeatable path. This result clearly shows the performance difference in handling algorithm singularity, and at the same time confirms that the RMM and EXOS are free from it. It is noteworthy that the three methods compare in exactly the same manner as they do when used for inverse kinematics purpose, as mentioned in 3.1 and 3.2.
V.C. Experiment
In order to assure the validity of the control law based on EXOS in real situations, we have carried out an experiment. As shown in the experimental setup of Fig. 8 , we used a real planar 3 DOF redundant manipulator, the link properties of which are: 0.35m and 11.17Kg for link 1; 0.20m and 6.82Kg for link 2; 0.15m and 2.0Kg for link 3. At each joint a Harmonic Drive (with gear reduction ratio of 100 : 1 for joint 1, 80 : 1 for joint 2; 80 : 1 for joint 3) is used to transmit power from a joint BLDC motor, which has a resolver attached to its shaft for sensing the angular displacement with the resolution of 4096 pulses/rev. TDC (Time Delay Control) 19, 20 is used to compensate for the dynamic parameter variation and to reject external disturbance. The control hardware, a multi-processing system, is capable of 250 Hz servo rates for this task. Control gains are the same as those of the simulations in the previous section.
The manipulator has joint limits, which are ͉ 1 ͉ ≤ 100°, ͉ 2 ͉ ≤ 130°, and ͉ 3 ͉ ≤ 140°. As a performance measure, the JRA measure in (62) is used. In addition, Z is evaluated by using (17) , where k z is selected to be 250, in accordance with the procedure described in the appendix. Figure 9 shows the experimental result of self-motion using the EXOS dynamic control law with k h = Ϫ 5. One can easily observe that ė N and ZٌH decrease exponentially to zero, yielding good self-motion capability without endeffector motion. Figure 10 shows the experimental results for minimizing the JRA measure with k h = Ϫ 20 while the end effector is made to trace a circle. It is observed that repeatable joint trajectory is obtained and very small ė N keeps ZٌH near zero, indicating that the measure is well optimized.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have proposed a comprehensive framework, EXOS, which consists of OS vectors and the minimum number of NS vectors. In this framework, we formulated kinematics, statics, dynamics, and control of redundant manipulators in a consistent way. The inclusion of only a minimum number of NS vectors from the very beginning has changed the resulting dynamic equations and control laws into a compact and succinct form.
As the results, the dynamic equations effectively describe not only the dynamic behavior of the end effector, but also that of the self-motion; and at the same time, the interaction of these two motions. The effectiveness was highlighted in the demonstration of the dynamic couplings between OS dynamics and NS dynamics, which are quite elusive in other approaches. Throughout theoretical analysis, simulation, and experiment, the dynamic control based on the EXOS turns out to be not only valid, but also effective and perhaps efficient.
Hence, one may conclude that just as OS formulation provides a good framework for the description and control of the end effector dynamics behavior, so does EXOS for the dynamic behaviors of both the end effector motion and the self-motion. By establishing such a framework, we will be able to merge smoothly the well-known benefits of a redundant manipulator into the OS formulation.
